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INVITED REVIEW

Hearing Faces and Seeing Voices: The
Integration and Interaction of Face
and Voice Processing
Sarah V Stevenage* and Greg J Neil*
Cognitive understanding of voice recognition has borrowed much from the area of
face processing, both in terms of the theoretical framework within which results
are interpreted, and the methodology used to assess performance. A considerable
body of research now exists to suggest that voice recognition may proceed in
parallel with face recognition, and that the two pathways may combine to inform
person recognition. However, rather than being independent or equivalent, these
parallel pathways appear to interact to reveal interesting interference effects. The
present paper reviews a series of studies that focus on a considerable and growing
literature. The vulnerability of voice processing will be explored relative to face
processing, and the interaction of these two pathways will be examined with reference to broader theoretical frameworks for person recognition.
Keywords: voice processing; face processing; identification; integration of processes
The capacity to identify someone from their
face is relatively well-researched and understood at both a behavioural and neuropsychological level. Levels of performance are
impressively strong, and neuropsychological mechanisms highlight particular areas of
the right temporal lobe which underpin this
performance. Against this backdrop, identification from a voice is now receiving a high
level of attention, perhaps with the hope of
revealing similarly impressive levels of performance. Indeed, evidence of parallel neural mechanisms in humans and macaques
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(see Yovel & Belin, 2013 for a review), and
evidence of voice recognition capacities in
newborn infants (see Beauchemin et al.,
2011) suggest that voice processing is a phylogenetically ancient process to which we
bring some innate predisposition or neurological preparedness. These demonstrations
combine with a surge of experimental and
neuropsychological interest in voice processing to explore the parallels that may exist
between face recognition and voice recognition (see Brédart & Barsics, 2012; Hanley,
2014; Latinus & Belin, 2011; Yovel & Belin,
2013 for useful overviews).
Surprisingly, however, research has consistently reported voice recognition to be relatively weak compared to face recognition.
The current paper reflects on our capacity
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to recognise voices, and explores the interaction and integration of voice recognition
with face recognition when recognising an
individual. Our view, however, is that merely
focussing on the voice as a cue to identity is
akin to looking at only one piece of a larger
puzzle. Consequently, we take the opportunity to expand our discussion, setting voice
recognition in the context of a wider set of
tasks to which the voice can contribute.
A Theoretical and Neural Framework
for Voice Recognition
The starting point for many researchers when
considering voice recognition has been the
seminal paper by Bruce and Young (1986) on
face recognition. They presented an Information Processing Model in which familiar face
recognition was achieved through initial
structural processing of the face resulting in a
view- and expression-invariant representation
of an individual. If the individual was known,
a Face Recognition Unit could become activated signalling ‘familiarity’, and triggering
subsequent stages of information retrieval
and name retrieval. This framework inspired
a computational model of face recognition
(Burton, Bruce and Johnston’s 1990 Interactive Activation and Competition (IAC) model)
which has been augmented over the years
to incorporate name recognition (Valentine,
Brédart, Lawson & Ward, 1991) and voice recognition (Ellis, Jones & Mosdell, 1997; Stevenage, Hugill & Lewis, 2012). In essence, the
Bruce and Young framework, and all subsequent variants, share the capacity to articulate voice processing as a separate yet parallel
pathway to face and name processing within
an overarching model of person perception.
The separate yet parallel nature of face,
name and voice processing provides explanation for a number of clinical conditions,
each of which represents a deficit of one
pathway in the absence of a deficit in the
other pathways. Prosopagnosia, for example,
represents an inability to recognise individuals from their face alone (see Barton, 2008)
and is usually indicated by damage to either
the right fusiform face area (FFA) or the right
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anterior temporal lobe (ATL). Whilst some
patients demonstrate both face and voice
deficits and the term has not always been
used appropriately (Gainotti, 2010), there
are cases that show a pure deficit in face
processing, supporting the existence of a
discrete face processing pathway. In a similar vein, anomia represents an inability to
retrieve a target person’s name despite being
able to retrieve semantic information such
as their occupation, and despite being able
to retrieve names of other objects (Harris
& Kay, 1995; Semenza & Zettin, 1988). It is
usually, but not specifically, associated with
damage to the left temporal pole. In such
individuals, the difficulty with name retrieval
cannot merely be attributed to the uniqueness of the name, as particular celebrity
catchphrases may be remembered (Harris &
Kay, 1995). This supports the notion of a discrete name processing pathway. Finally, and
relatively recently, cases have been identified
who have an inability to recognise individuals from their voices whilst having a spared
capacity to process faces and names (Garrido
et al., 2009; Hailstone et al., 2010). The term
phonagnosia has been applied to these individuals, with damage indicated in the right
anterior temporal lobe (ATL) or the right
superior temporal gyrus regions. The existence of these patients supports the notion
of a discrete voice processing pathway. This
hemispheric specialisation of face and voice
processing within the right hemisphere, and
name processing within the left hemisphere
is mirrored from the patient population to
the non-clinical population (Gainotti, 2011).
Moreover, the fact that this pattern is shown
for familiar and for unfamiliar targets suggests that these lateralisation effects exist for
both perceptual and representational levels
of processing (Gainotti, 2013).
The Integration of Faces and Voices
for Identification
Interestingly, Hoover, Demonet and Steeves
(2010) have recently described the case of SB,
a patient with acquired prosopagnosia who
compensated for his inability to process faces
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by shifting the traditional balance of face
and voice processing to emphasize the voice
recognition pathway. This makes explicit
the suggestion that whilst face and voice
pathways are anatomically and neurologically distinct, they may functionally interact.
Several instances exist within the literature
to support the suggestion of an interaction
between face and voice processing pathways. For example, Sheffert and Olson (2004)
noted the benefit gained when learning
voices if the voice was presented alongside
the face at study compared to the presentation of the voice alone. Similarly, Armstrong
and McKelvie (1996) and Legge, Grossman &
Pieper (1984) demonstrated a benefit when
recognising newly learned voices if the face
accompanied the voice at test than if the
voice was presented alone. These effects may
owe something to the demonstration of an
above-chance capacity to pair the voice and
face of an unfamiliar target (see Kamachi,
Hill, Lander & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2003;
Mavica & Barenholtz, 2013). Whilst Mavica
and Barenholtz (2013) were unable to demonstrate a basis for this matching capacity,
the demonstrable ability to link faces and
voices may be important in learning and recognition studies.
Arguably one of the strongest pieces of
evidence for an interaction between face
and voice processing is the demonstration
of an identity after-effect provided by Zäske,
Schweinberger and Kawahara (2010). In an
elegant study, adaptation was provided to a
personally familiar voice (A) prior to the presentation of a second morphed voice (created
to represent an ambiguous identity along a
continuum between A and B). The results
revealed a significant bias to identify the
second target as more similar to B following adaptation to A (the after-effect; see also
Latinus & Belin, 2012). Importantly for the
current discussion, these vocal after-effects
were noted following adaptation to A’s voice
(Experiment 1) and to A’s face (Experiment
2). This provides a powerful demonstration
of the capacity for face and voice processing
to interact.

Two further demonstrations of this interaction are relevant. Both draw on the priming
methodology in which prior presentation of
one stimulus facilitates or primes the subsequent response to a second stimulus. In this
regard, Stevenage, Hugill and Lewis (2012)
explored identity priming in which a stimulus
is processed more quickly at time 2 given its
prior presentation at time 1. Within-modality
identity priming was readily observed and
was expected given an extensive priming
literature (see Bruce, Carson, Burton & Kelly,
1998; Schweinberger, Herholz & Stief, 1997).
Specifically, faces primed the processing of
subsequent faces, and voices primed the processing of subsequent voices. However, the
additional demonstration of cross-modality
priming effects in this study confirmed an
interaction between the face and voice processing pathways (see also Schweinberger,
Robertson & Kaufmann, 2007), and was particularly strong when faces primed subsequent voice processing (Stevenage, Hugill &
Lewis, 2012).
In a second study, Stevenage Hale, Morgan
& Neil (2012) used an associative priming methodology in which the prior presentation of one stimulus facilitates the
subsequent processing of a second, semantically- related stimulus. For example, the
presentation of comedian Stan Laurel
facilitates the subsequent processing of his
comedy partner Oliver Hardy. Whilst withinmodality associative priming is well documented (the face of one person primes the
face of their associate; Bruce & Valentine,
1986), cross-modality associative priming
has only recently been demonstrated (the
name of one person can prime the face of
their associate; Schweinberger, 1996; Wiese
& Schweinberger, 2008). Stevenage et al.
(2014) extended this paradigm to show
cross-modality associative priming between
faces and voices when sufficient time was
allowed for the processing of a voice at the
prime stage. Taken together, the learning
effects, recognition effects, after-effects, and
priming effects here all suggest that, whilst
face and voice processing may proceed
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independently, they have functional interactions which can be revealed through a number of behavioural tasks.
The literature on integration between face
and voice goes beyond mere co-presentation.
There is also an interesting literature on
the temporal synchrony required between
the animated face and the voice. Notably
for example, Calvert, Brammer and Iverson
(1998) present the synchrony of speaking
faces as one of the most vivid examples of
audiovisual integration. Benefits include
the capacity to use congruous visual speech
signals such as lip reading to help interpret
speech amidst noise (see Sumby & Pollack,
1954). Additionally, compelling illusions
exist when the face and the voice are incongruous (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976). With
this in mind, a series of innovative studies
by Schweinberger and colleagues have identified the critical temporal window within
which co-presentation of the face and voice
can facilitate identification tasks. Using
both behavioural measures (Robertson &
Schweinberger, 2010) and ERP measures
(Schweinberger, Kloth & Robertson, 2011),
the benefits of audiovisual integration are
only felt when the voice is presented within
the bounds of a 100ms auditory lead and a
300ms auditory lag relative to the face.
A Relative Weakness of Voice
Recognition
Against this backdrop of examples illustrating a benefit when face and voice are
presented together, there are, however, a
number of examples which demonstrate significant interference when the face and voice
are co-presented. Collectively, these suggest
that, whilst the face and voice will often combine to mutually reinforce processing, the
face will nevertheless dominate if the face
and voice are incongruous.
Perhaps the best known example of this
is the Facial Overshadowing effect (Cook &
Wilding, 1997). This describes the finding
that, when participants attempt to recognise
a once-heard voice, they perform better when
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that voice has been presented in isolation at
study rather than when presented alongside
its face (Cook & Wilding, 1997; McAllister,
Dale, Bregman, McCabe & Cotton, 1993).
Stevenage, Howland and Tippelt (2011)
extended this design to show that this audiovisual impairment was only demonstrated
during voice recognition; in comparison,
face recognition remained strong and stable
no matter whether participants studied an
isolated face or an audiovisual combination.
These data suggest that the co-presentation
of a face has the capacity to distract from the
task of voice recognition, causing a measurable deficit in performance.
Whilst this might be expected when target
individuals are previously unfamiliar, it is
striking to see a similar facial overshadowing effect when targets are highly familiar
celebrities (Stevenage, Neil & Hamlin, 2014).
In an intricate design, face recognition was
examined when faces were presented in the
company of the relevant voice (identical condition), a semantically associated celebrity
voice (related condition) and an irrelevant
celebrity voice (unrelated condition). Face
recognition remained strong and stable no
matter what the identity of the accompanying voice (Experiment 1). In contrast, when
voice recognition was examined in the presence of either the relevant face, a semantically
related face or an irrelevant face, voice recognition was substantially and significantly
affected by the identity of accompanying
face: Performance was good when face and
voice depicted the same individual (identical
condition), but was significantly impaired to
a predictable degree when the face and voice
were merely related or unrelated.
In a similar vein, Hughes and Nicholson
(2010) explored participants’ capacity for
self-recognition when presented with a face
only, a voice only, or an audiovisual combination. Their results revealed superior performance when presented with the face than
when presented with the voice, suggesting
the primacy of the visual modality, However,
again the results showed a deficit in the
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audiovisual condition compared to the two
single-modality conditions. What is striking
about these results is that this facial overshadowing effect occurred despite the use of
overlearned stimuli such as one’s own voice.
Voices as a Weak Cue to Identity
This exploration of voice processing in the
context of face processing may, on reflection, be an unhelpful way of examining voice
recognition capacity. After all, when the face
is present, we may have very little need to
attend to the voice as a cue to identity. Consequently, it may only be possible to determine our capability with voice processing
when performance is assessed in isolation of
faces. A considerable literature now exists in
this vein.
Surprisingly, when the competing demands
of the face are separated out, the voice
remains relatively weak as a cue to identity.
A series of methodologies combine to support this view. For example, voices are less
well recognised, and elicit significantly more
‘familiar only’ experiences compared to faces
(Ellis, Jones & Mosdell, 1997; Hanley, Smith
& Hadfield, 1998) and, in fact, recognition
performance from faces and voices can only
be equated when the faces are substantially
blurred (Damjanovic & Hanley, 2007; Hanley
& Damjanovic, 2009). In addition, when
care is taken to balance recognition levels
through blurring the faces, the capacity to
retrieve semantic information about an individual remains substantially weaker when
presented with the voice rather than the
face. Notably, this remains the case when trying to retrieve semantic details about celebrities (Hanley & Damjanovic, 2009; Hanley,
Smith & Hadfield, 1998), personally familiar
individuals (Barsics & Brédart, 2011; Brédart,
Barsics & Hanley, 2009) or newly learned
individuals (Barsics & Brédart, 2012a).
Finally, the voice is shown to be a weaker
cue relative to the face when participants
try to recall episodic information about
individuals. Using a modified version of
the Remember/Know paradigm (Gardiner

& Richarson-Klavehn, 2000), participants
indicated their ability to retrieve a specific
instance or episode in which they encountered a target individual. Capacity to recollect
such an instance is reported as a ‘remember’
state and is used as evidence of episodic
retrieval, whereas a general familiarity in the
absence of the recollection of an episode is
reported as a ‘know’ state and indicates a
lack of episodic retrieval. Across a series of
studies using voices and blurred faces as the
stimuli, the voice emerges as a weaker cue to
episodic retrieval. It elicits fewer ‘remember’
states, and more ‘know’ states compared to
the face both when responding to celebrity
targets ( Damjanovic & Hanley, 2007) and to
targets that are personally familiar (Barsics &
Brédart, 2011).
These data as a whole are compelling in
demonstrating that, despite balancing the
recognisability of the input face and voice,
the voice is relatively poor as a cue to identity. With this in mind, it is reasonable to
assume that voices would also be relatively
vulnerable, compared to faces, to any factors
that may disrupt processing.
Vulnerability of Voices
One study designed to test the vulnerability of voice processing is provided by Stevenage, Neil, Barlow, Dyson, Eaton-Brown and
Parsons (2013). They explored the capacity
of participants to withstand the effects of
interference. In a standard sequential same/
different matching task, participants experienced interference through the presentation
of either 0, 2, or 4 distractors within a fixed
duration interval in between study and test.
With face recognition interrupted by face distractors, and voice recognition interrupted
by voice distractors, the results supported all
predictions. Face recognition remained high
no matter what level of distraction was provided. In contrast, voice recognition was significantly impaired as soon as any distraction
was introduced. Moreover, this pattern of
performance remained evident regardless of
whether distractors were similar to the target
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(same sex – Experiment 1) or not (different
sex – Experiment 2), suggesting a significant
and specific impairment in being able to create and retain a strong mental representation of a target voice.
A second series of studies can also be
taken to demonstrate the vulnerability of
voice recognition when processing is disrupted. In this series, voice recognition was
made difficult through the manipulation of
the language being spoken. As above, results
supported all predictions - voice recognition
was significantly impaired when the target
was speaking in an unfamiliar language compared to when speaking in a native tongue. In
this regard, Myers (2001) notes the ‘all sound
alike’ phenomenon in which speakers with
unfamiliar accents can be difficult to distinguish. This has become known as the ‘other
accent effect’ and perhaps shares a common
basis with the ‘other race effect’ within the
face recognition literature. In both cases, a
lack of expertise with a particular subset of
stimuli, such as non-native speakers or otherrace faces, can result either in a reduced sensitivity when trying to discriminate between
them, or a reliance on inappropriate characteristics more suited to the more-often
experienced stimuli (see Valentine, 1991).
The result is a comparatively poor level of
processing for the minority set.
In the voice recognition field, several studies demonstrate this point. For example,
Goggin, Thompson, Strube and Simental
(1991) reported an elegant series of experiments in which monolingual listeners identified bilingual speakers with significantly
greater accuracy and confidence when they
spoke in a familiar language as opposed
to an unfamiliar language (Experiments 1
and 2). Additionally, monolingual listeners
showed an own-language bias when recognising bilingual speakers, but bilingual listeners did not (Experiment 3). As a whole,
these studies provide compelling evidence to
suggest that when speaker and listener variables are respectively held constant, otheraccent effects emerge.
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Phillipon, Cherryman, Bull and Vrij (2007)
provide support for these conclusions. They
asked English listeners to identify either
English speakers or French speakers within
a lineup paradigm. Results suggested that
performance was significantly better when
the target spoke in a familiar (English) language rather than in an unfamiliar (French)
language. More specifically, there was a poor
rate of correct identifications and a high
rate of false alarms when the targets spoke
in the unfamiliar language. These results are
notable because of the design that Phillipon
et al. (ibid) used. In particular, their use of
long clips both at study (45–50 seconds)
and at test (25–34 seconds), and their use of
a methodology in which participants could
listen to targets twice prior to response,
may have been expected to minimise otheraccent effects. Their emergence despite these
methodological considerations confirms the
vulnerability of voice recognition.
The final study in this sequence is presented
by Stevenage, Clarke and McNeill (2012).
Rather than varying the language in which the
target spoke, Stevenage et al. varied the accent
that they spoke with. Thus, all speakers spoke
in English, yet some had a distinct Glasgow
accent, and some had a distinct Southern
English accent. English and Scottish listeners
then took part in a lineup study with English
and Scottish accented speakers. Consequently,
the experimental design enabled comprehension of all speakers to be held constant, but
familiarity with the speaker accent to be varied. The results accorded with those studies
reviewed previously in that performance in
the lineup task was significantly better when
the target spoke in a familiar rather than an
unfamiliar accent. In particular, there was a
greater false alarm rate in target-present lineups, and fewer correct rejections and more
false alarms in target-absent lineups, when
the speaker had an unfamiliar accent.
Interestingly within this study, an asymmetry was noted in the other-accent effect,
with English listeners affected more by the
Scottish accent than Scottish listeners were
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affected by the English accent. In common
with a similar asymmetry in the other-race
effect with faces, this finding may usefully
be set in the context of differential expertise
effects. Indeed, in both the other race effect
and the other accent effect, one participant
group invariably has more exposure to their
unfamiliar stimulus group than the other
participant group because those stimuli are
more commonly experienced within their
environment. The fact that both face processing and voice processing show a clear
parallel in this regard provides a nice link
between the cognitive tasks underpinning
face and voice processing. The real value,
however, of the current study is that, unlike
previous studies, it separates out the issue of
comprehensibility from the issue of accent in
that the content of both familiar and unfamiliar accented speakers was comprehensible. The fact that the unfamiliar accent still
distracted from the capacity to identify the
target speaker both supports and confirms
the vulnerability of voice recognition to circumstances which increase task difficulty.
Not All Voices are Created Equal:
Robust Exemplars
Up to this point, the literature has suggested
a separate pathway for voice recognition
compared to face recognition, but a relative
weakness of the voice recognition pathway.
Consequently, there is a dominance of the
face in situations where both are present, or
there is a mismatch. It is possible to explain
the relative weakness of voice recognition
compared to face recognition in terms of
either a differential utilisation account or a
differential sensitivity account (see Stevenage, Hugill & Lewis, 2012). According to
the differential utilisation account, voices
are simply used less often as a cue to identity because they are so often accompanied
by the face. In terms of the differential sensitivity account, listeners are less able to
discriminate between vocal characteristics
than viewers are to discriminate between
facial characteristics. The result from either

perspective is that voice recognition is poorer
than face recognition.
As a consequence, it is tempting to suppose
that a relatively weak process will be relatively more vulnerable when difficulty arises,
and a body of literature has been brought to
bear to support that supposition. However,
notable exceptions do exist, and it is worth
focussing on those here in terms of the
refinements to thinking that they encourage.
Perhaps of most interest in this regard is
the observation of what happens when voices
are played backwards (van Lanker, Kreiman &
Emmorey, 1985; see also Goggin et al., 1991,
Experiment 4). Participants in this study
were asked to listen to 45 celebrity voices.
Performance was striking in that participants
were able to recognise nearly 27 per cent of
targets in an old/new task, and nearly 70
per cent of targets in a 6-alternate forcedchoice (6AFC) task. Remarkably, participants
remained able to recognise over 57 per cent
of targets in the 6AFC task when those targets
were played backwards. What is notable for
the present discussion is that performance on
these backwards voices varied substantially
across the targets, with some targets being as
recognisable when played backwards as when
played forwards. This raises the likelihood
that averaged indicators of voice recognition
performance hide quite substantial intervoice (or inter-item) differences.
To us, this discussion fits well with the literature on distinctiveness, and links with the
recent work of Barsics and Brédart (2012b,
see also Mullenix, Ross, Smith, Kuykendall,
Conard & Barb, 2011; Sorensen, 2012;
Zetterholm, Sarwar, Thorvaldsson & Allwood,
2012 for further examples of vocal distinctiveness effects). Within their study, Barsics
and Brédart explored the retrieval of episodic
and semantic information from distinctive
and typical faces and voices. In a very wellgrounded experiment which echoed work
exploring the distinctiveness advantage in
face recognition, the results supported a role
for vocal distinctiveness in voice processing. Specifically, a distinctiveness-advantage
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emerged when retrieving semantic information from a voice cue. Interestingly though,
distinctive voices still elicited less semantic
retrieval than typical faces suggesting again
the dominance of the facial pathway over the
vocal pathway. Nevertheless, their results converge with those of van Lanker et al. in highlighting item effects within voice recognition.
With this in mind, Neil and colleagues conducted a series of studies to explore the performance benefits that may be demonstrated
for strong voices (Neil, Stevenage & Parsons,
in prep). Voices were defined as strong either
through natural means (they were rated as
distinctive rather than typical) or through
artificial means (they were heard five times
rather than heard once). Our hypothesis
was that strong voices would behave rather
like van Lanker et al.’s distinctive voices and
would elicit performance benefits in a recognition task.
Using the sequential same/different
matching task described earlier, we asked
participants to study and then to recognise a
series of strong and weak voices. Interference
was provided such that participants heard
either 0 distractors or 4 distractors during
the gap between study and test. Our prediction was that accuracy on the same/different
matching task would be compromised by the
introduction of interference, but that strong
voices, whether through natural or artificial
means, would be affected less by interference
than weak voices. The results supported all
predictions: distinctive voices (Experiment
1) and repeated voices (Experiment 2) each
showed interference effects but these were
significantly reduced in magnitude compared to the interference effects for the
corresponding weak voices. Despite this,
performance in each condition was above
chance, confirming that these results could
not be attributed to floor effects when recognising weak stimuli.
Together, the results of van Lanker et
al. (1985) and of Neil et al. (above) suggest that item effects exist and may best be
understood in the context of a substantial
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literature on distinctiveness effects in recognition tasks. In line with distinctiveness
effects in the face recognition literature, it
is useful to align the current results with a
multidimensional space framework in which
items that stand out on one or more dimension consequently stand out within the multidimensional space. Confusion with similar
others, or’ near neighbours’, is consequently
less likely and the item is better recognised
as a result. The work of Baumann and Belin
(2010) highlights the importance of the fundamental frequency (pitch) of a voice along
with variation in formant information, and
this is useful in defining what these dimensions may be within a vocal similarity space.
The Influence of Vocal Emotion on
Voice Processing
Of course, it need not be the case that a voice
is distinctive because of some set of stable
and intransient characteristics. Indeed, a
voice may attain distinctiveness on a particular occasion through factors that momentarily make it stand out, such as through
heightened emotion. Emotion is perhaps of
particular interest because a literature exists
to suggest that emotional stimuli may attract
and hold attention better than neutral stimuli. For instance, emotional faces hold attention better than neutral stimuli amongst anxious individuals in a dot-probe task (see for
example Fox, Russo, & Dutton, 2002 ) and for
all individuals in an attentional blink paradigm (Milders, Sahraie, Logan & Donnellon,
2006; de Jong & Martens, 2007). Given the
parallels between face processing and voice
processing, the processing of emotional
voices represents a natural next question.
In this regard, one might hold the view that
emotional voices may also be strong voices,
capable of attracting and holding attention,
and supporting improved performance in a
subsequent recognition context. A series of
studies exist to allow a test of this hypothesis. However, surprisingly, the results tend
to run counter to expectation. For example, Saslove and Yarmey (1980) conducted a
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voice line-up task. At the initial study phase,
participants overheard an angry speaker for
11 seconds. At test, they heard the target
again, plus four distractor voices repeating
the original message, with the target either
speaking in the original angry tone, or in a
neutral conversational tone. The results suggested that performance was significantly
worse when the speaker’s tone of voice had
changed between study and test. In fact, performance was no better than chance in that
condition. Consequently, the presentation of
an emotional voice at study did not facilitate
subsequent voice recognition wholesale.
Similarly, Read and Craik (1995) explored
the impact of emotional tone on voice recognition via a voice lineup task. In their
study, participants first heard a series of six
speakers clips which were rated for emotional intensity. The target clip (‘Help me,
help me, Oh God, help me!’) was significantly more emotional than the other five
clips. After a break of 17 days, participants
were asked to identify the speaker who had
uttered the emotional clip from amongst a
set of 6 speakers. Using a six-alternate forced
choice task, with two opportunities to hear
each speaker, participants showed a 66% recognition rate when emotional tone of voice
was unchanged between study and test. In
contrast, performance fell to 20% and was
no better than chance when the emotional
tone of voice changed from angry to a neutral conversational tone, despite a lengthy
20 second clip at this latter test opportunity. This result emerged whether unfamiliar
voices (Experiment 1) or moderately familiar
voices (Experiment 2) were used as stimuli.
The results of both studies suggest that
rather than improving recognition levels,
emotion may impair them, especially when
the emotional tone changes between study
and test. However, both studies lack the data
from a control condition in which the target
spoke with a neutral tone at study and at
test. More recent work by Ohman, Eriksson
and Granhag (2013) provides this neutral
baseline, and casts some doubt on previous

results, revealing no effects of emotional
change between study and lineup. Whilst,
floor effects may have precluded any impact
of emotion in this study, the fact that the
emotional voice again did not facilitate subsequent recognition relative to the neutral
base remains a surprise.
In a final set of studies, Stevenage, Neil,
Hearsum & Long (in prep) have investigated
the role of emotional tone using a same/different matching task rather than a lineup
task. This enabled greater statistical power
through the examination of performance
across a number of trials, rather than in a single lineup trial. In Experiment 1, the stimuli
were carefully designed such that targets
uttered a constant phrase in either an angry,
happy or neutral tone of voice. Consequently,
semantic content and linguistic variability
were controlled. At test, all speakers uttered
a second phrase in a neutral tone of voice,
allowing the impact of emotional tone, and
emotional change to be assessed. The results
were clear and confirmed that, relative to a
neutral study and test voice, an emotional
voice at study made subsequent recognition
worse rather than better at test. Moreover,
the results of Experiment 2 perhaps provide
the cleanest test of this issue through using a
fully crossed design. Specifically, participants
either heard neutral voices at study and test
(NN), emotional voices at study and test (EE),
neutral voices at study with emotional voices
at test (NE) or emotional voices at study with
neutral voices at test (EN). The results of this
study provide the strongest indication yet of
a decline in performance when emotional
tone changed, irrespective of whether the
emotional tone was presented at study (EN)
or at test (NE). Consequently, these data confirmed the findings of Saslove and Yarmey
(1980) and Read and Craik (1995) and suggested that emotional voices did not produce
the levels of performance associated with
‘strong’ voices, especially when emotional
tone changed from one instance to the next.
In the context of the preceding discussion
around distinctiveness effects, and a benefit
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gained from the presentation of strong voices,
the results of these emotional voices studies
are surprising. One might have anticipated
that emotional voices would attract attention
and thus, that performance for these voices,
whether emotional or neutral at test, would
echo the advantage shown for other strong
voices. The results are entirely contrary to
this expectation and force a reconsideration
of the framework within which we have been
considering voice recognition. In this vein,
it is useful to consider identification alongside other tasks for which the voice may be
of valuable. Belin, Bestelmeyer, Latinus and
Watson’s (2011) concept of the voice as an
‘auditory face’ is particularly appealing in this
regard, and is used as a framework to help
shape the rest of this discussion.
A Broader Perspective
To this point, we have reviewed a host of
empirical studies of voice recognition. They
collectively support the view that voice recognition proceeds through a separate yet
parallel pathway to face (and name) recognition. The voice recognition pathway,
however, emerges as a relatively weak route
to person identification as noted through
competition effects and facial overshadowing effects. Moreover, even when the voice
is presented alone as a cue to identity, it is
less successful in eliciting person-related
details such as semantic, episodic or name
information compared to the face. Nevertheless, not all voices are created equal in that
some voices stand out from the crowd and
can be recognised well despite quite substantial manipulation such as a backwards audio
track. In light of this, it is surprising to find
that emotional voices are not amongst those
that are processed well.
The work of Belin and colleagues is important in this regard because it presents the
first consideration of voice recognition in the
context of other tasks for which the voice may
be important. Notably, Belin, Bestelmeyer,
Latinus and Watson (2011) describe the voice
as an ‘auditory face’ from which we are able
to process three things: vocal content (what
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does the speaker want?), vocal affect (how
does the speaker feel?) and vocal identity
(who is the speaker?).
This view of the voice as an auditory face
led Belin et al. to propose a valuable heuristic
for voice processing as a whole. Specifically,
they suggested that, following some common stage of ‘structural encoding’, speech,
identity and affect are extracted through
separate pathways, each drawing on different neural structures. A double dissociation between the deficits shown by aphasic
patients (inability to process vocal content)
and phonagnosic patients (inability to process vocal identity) lends support to Belin
et al.’s articulation of separate speech and
identity pathways within voice processing.
Similarly, the fact that phonagnosic patients
tend to be able to process vocal affect (see
Garrido et al. 2009; Hailstone et al. 2010)
lends support to the articulation of separate
affect and identity pathways within voice
processing. As a whole, this framework provides value because it sets the task of voice
recognition within a broader ecological and
psychosocial context in which the voice
represents the ‘whole person’ (see Sidtis &
Kreiman, 2012).
Crucially, however, evidence exists to support the view that these separate pathways
interact with one another during normal
voice processing, and are better considered
as partially dissociated pathways. For example von Kriegstein, Smith, Patterson, Kiebel
and Griffiths (2010) provide fMRI evidence to
suggest that speaker characteristics modulate
neural activity in speech processing areas.
Similarly, speaker familiarity affects performance in basic linguistic tasks (Nygaard &
Pisoni, 1998) and can help with the processing of semantic content (Creel & Tumlin,
2011). Moreover, the three voice processing
pathways are suggested to interact with corresponding face processing pathways, supporting the demonstrations previously noted
to occur during audio-visual integration (see
Campanella & Belin, 2007).
What is exciting for the present discussion
is the addition of a view expressed by Goggin
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et al. (1991). They suggested that, whilst
we have the capacity to process all three
aspects of vocal information, we cannot
help but prioritise some aspects over others.
Specifically, Goggin et al. suggested that we
may automatically orient our attention to
process speech content and, at times, this
may be to the detriment of other aspects of
vocal processing. Our suggestion here is that
Belin et al.’s concept of partially dissociated
voice processing pathways can be combined
with Goggin et al.’s concept of prioritisation
of pathways, to provide a novel account of
the collective findings reviewed within this
paper. It then becomes clear that when
attentional resources are required to process
speech content (because language or accent
is unfamiliar) then speaker recognition is
impaired. Similarly, the previously surprising results from studies of emotional voice
recognition become understandable: When
attentional resources are required to process affect (because affect is heightened for
example) then speaker recognition is again
impaired. Given the primacy that Goggin
et al. ascribe to the processing of content
over identity, it remains to be seen whether
speaker recognition may ever dominate over
speech or affect processing. However, all
other things being equal, the distinctiveness
effects noted earlier may provide tentative
support for such a suggestion.
Concluding Remarks
Within the present paper, we have provided
a review of the growing literature on voice
recognition. Taking a lead from the face
recognition literature, a substantial body of
work now exists which highlights notable
parallels between the two recognition processes. Whilst surface characteristics differ
substantially between the face and voice,
the underlying processes share considerable
overlap, and have been considered as parallel
pathways within the person recognition system. What has become clear, however, is that
the voice recognition pathway is weaker than
the face recognition pathway, showing overshadowing and interference effects which

diminish the capacity to recognise the voice.
Certainly, these effects would suggest great
caution when evaluating the credibility of an
earwitness within a court of law.
The capacity of the face and voice recognition pathways to interact within a multimodal
person recognition system now has a substantial level of support within the literature.
However, we discuss here the value of an even
larger integrative framework in which recognition from face or voice is set alongside
the processing of facial and vocal affect, and
vocal speech. The capacity of these broader
pathways to interact, and to compete when
processing demands are great, offers a novel
and exciting framework. We suggest that it
may provide a parsimonious explanation for a
number of different findings, and that it may
act as a powerful source of predictions for face
and voice researchers moving forwards.
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